Signs It’s Time To Review Your Endpoint Protection

ONE You’re still using signature-based security products

In some cases, basic antivirus software may be sufficient for your needs, but consider your business environment, particularly if you have critical systems that require protection from new and unknown threats.

TWO You accept ransomware as inevitable

Ransomware is not inevitable. Instead, consider a more proactive security strategy that prevents ransomware from being successful. BlackBerry Cylance uses highly-trained artificial intelligence to detect, prevent, and investigate threats before they can execute.

THREE You still perform regular systems scans

Legacy AV solutions rely on resource-intensive system scans to detect malware. If you accept ransomware as inevitable, it may be time to consider alternatives.

FOUR Your new PCs seem slow

Today, threat actors release over one million new malware variants per month. If your new PCs seem slow, it may be time to consider a more proactive security strategy.

FIVE You use an on-premises server for AV management

In some cases, basic antivirus software may be sufficient for your needs, but consider your business environment, particularly if you have critical systems that require protection from new and unknown threats.

SIX You spend too much time managing your AV

If you spend too much time managing your AV, it may be time to consider a more proactive security strategy that prevents ransomware from being successful. BlackBerry Cylance uses highly-trained artificial intelligence to detect, prevent, and investigate threats before they can execute.

SEVEN You spend too much time responding to false alerts

Legacy AV solutions rely on resource-intensive system scans to detect malware. If you accept ransomware as inevitable, it may be time to consider alternatives.

EIGHT You are looking at EDR

In some cases, basic antivirus software may be sufficient for your needs, but consider your business environment, particularly if you have critical systems that require protection from new and unknown threats.

NINE Your endpoint security strategy is entirely reactive

In some cases, basic antivirus software may be sufficient for your needs, but consider your business environment, particularly if you have critical systems that require protection from new and unknown threats.

TEN You have to upgrade your OS to accommodate your AV

In some cases, basic antivirus software may be sufficient for your needs, but consider your business environment, particularly if you have critical systems that require protection from new and unknown threats.